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Part III

Reading the Fathers Reading Themselves
Chapter 6

Text and Context: The Importance of Scholarly Reading.
Gregory of Nyssa, Contra Eunomium

Matthieu Cassin

Between 379 and 383, Gregory, bishop of Nyssa in Cappadocia, wrote three books aimed at answering the successive parts of the Apologia Apologiae published by Eunomius of Cyzicus. The Apologia Apologiae, as its title indicates, was the defence of a previous apologetic work (the Liber Apologeticus) published by Eunomius in 360 or 361, in response to a critique of it written around 364 by Basil of Caesarea, the elder brother of Gregory of Nyssa. It is noteworthy that we have so many texts from this polemical series: Liber Apologeticus by Eunomius, the three books Contra Eunomium by Basil and three volumes of Contra Eunomium by Gregory of Nyssa. Only the Apologia Apologiae of Eunomius is missing, surviving only in fragments recorded in Nyssen’s Contra Eunomium. Two texts, written a little later and in a slightly different literary genre, completed this series: the Expositio Fidei (Profession of Faith) by Eunomius, proposed during the ‘synod of heresies’ summoned by the Emperor Theodosius in 383, and Gregory’s answer, the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii (Refutation of the Profession of Faith of Eunomius). We may add to this list a speech delivered by Gregory in Constantinople, De deitate filii et spiritus sancti et in Abraham, just before the opening of this ‘synod of heresies’.

Many other works were devoted to the refutation of Eunomius’s theses which, for the most part, have not survived. In contrast, having all the Cappadocian texts just mentioned supplies us with a complete organic set from which to follow the various stages of the controversy, nearly step by step. Because this is so rare for this period, one might expect that access to such a complete grouping of texts would arouse readings that differ substantially from that of other Patristic texts equally concerned with controversies. In effect, the situation here is very similar to the study of modern religious controversies in which researchers are able to study the writing strategies, or even the publishing strategies, specific to each of the protagonists; the answers or voluntary omissions of one step or another of the controversy; and the relations, confessed or not, which go through the various steps and successive texts. Until these elements are separated and clarified, it is impossible to explain and describe the theological and...
philosophical positions of the protagonists. Such a complete survey draws a map of religious history, literary history, history of the book, intellectual practices, social networks and so on.

However, Gregory of Nyssa’s *Contra Eunomium* was most often read, at least until the modern era, through a single frame: research on the history of Christian doctrine – the history of dogma, according to an older name. Such a context implies a distinct orientation of reading and a clear limitation of its objectives: the work was studied in order to find elements of a coherent, even systematic, theology specific to Gregory of Nyssa – which would also allow Gregory to be used as a source to reconstruct the doctrinal positions of his heretical opponent, Eunomius. The book, in such a reading, is no longer seen as an organic whole inserted in a larger series but only as a source from which to draw isolated elements, fragments, each to illustrate this or that point of the systematic scheme. One must note, in particular, that since the *Contra Eunomium* was generally categorized as a Trinitarian work, its Christological content was most often left aside; the book was isolated from its editorial context and its paratext, whether authorial or editorial; and it was cut off from its belonging both to a tradition and to contemporaneous history, that is to say, to the ongoing dispute. Even when the history of the tradition was taken into account in the history of dogma, the immediate history of a controversy as dense as this one disappears almost entirely because the history of doctrine favours the characteristic features of the doctrinal position of an author or a work and leaves aside the fluctuations and adaptations of positions in a given controversy.

In order to be exempt from these important limitations and so as to unfold more possible readings of a text as rich as Gregory of Nyssa’s *Contra Eunomium*, a method that would take into account the requirements of literary and Patristic history seems to be more appropriate and more promising. Without pretending to be exhaustive, I will proceed in three steps:

- **Study the paratext of the work in order to distinguish the different stages and the different times of its composition and connect it to the paratext of other works in the same controversy in order to clarify the links that are no longer evident for a modern reader.**

- **Set the book back in its own literary genre so as to underline the generic features and the author’s adaptation of some traditional elements – such a perspective may indeed help to read the book not only as a technical, theological work, but also as literature.**

- **Explore the history of *Contra Eunomium*’s reception in order to show how some readings did gradually stand out and how others have been forgotten.**
I do not claim I have reached a neutral and exhaustive reading of Nyssen’s texts, nor a reading that would enable us to reach the original book, freed from the layers of successive interpretations. Such a hope would only lead to a new fabric as artificial as the former. I do not want to bleach the text of Gregory, as the German archaeology at the end of the nineteenth century did with Greek temples. But if hermeneutic work implies that the reader gets involved in his work and approaches it with his own prejudices, tools and the span of history that separates him from the text, it does not imply that we must merely record these facts and, thus, freely interpret ancient texts. The degree of elaboration found in the works of the Cappadocians, and in particular those by Gregory of Nyssa, forbids all straight reading as well as any attempt of reduction. If it is not impossible to apply tools borrowed from contemporary philosophy to these texts, for example, or to confront them with thinkers from different eras, it is first necessary, I think, to use the tools of a historical and literary reading in order to emphasize the elements hidden to our modern eyes, so as to display the complexity of the texts.

The Paratext of Gregory of Nyssa’s Contra Eunomium: Nyssen’s Hints about How to Read His Text

Author

The study of the paratext of a recent document is, in general, not too difficult if it is not extended to the concerns of a history of reception (epitext). It is different, however, for an ancient text because of its long transmission and the devices characteristic of an ancient edition. Although the question of the name of the author of Contra Eunomium is not a problem – ‘Gregory, bishop of Nyssa’ – the elements added later (‘our father among the saints’, etc.), which are not without interest, must be considered using a separate approach.10

Title

The title of the work (or rather the titles of the three works) is not as simple to define because the variations in the manuscripts are greater than the various indications of the author. It is particularly difficult to determine how far the formulation can be attributed to the actual author. One can establish that the text is characterized as a λόγος ἀντιρρητικός,11 not only through manuscripts but also by Gregory himself in his Letter 29: the text
is a refutation, an element of a controversy. The work, therefore, was presented as an answer to the λόγοι of Eunomius and, more precisely, to those he had published. This means Gregory’s text was not an answer to doctrinal positions held by Eunomius, but to a well-defined written piece, the Apologia Apologiae. Finally, the succession of Gregory’s books and titles suggest that the refutation of Eunomius’s work follows each part, book by book; the Apologia Apologiae is not taken by Gregory as a whole.

Internal divisions of the Contra Eunomium
(Books, Parts, Chapters)

Each of the three books is granted a proper title, which is not constituted by a simple numerical variation within a fixed model, unlike modern designations (Contra Eunomium I, II and III). They were three distinct entities, tied together but circulating separately for at least some time.

Book III is the only one that also has main internal divisions, called τόμοι (parts). The whole manuscript tradition has seen them as if they were on the same level as the division between Book I, II and the Refutatio. But the indirect tradition and some elements of internal commentary have allowed F. Diekamp and then W. Jaeger to restore the original structure of the work. One text, extant only in Syriac, which had not yet been edited when W. Jaeger was working, allows us to trace back to the first half of the sixth century the difficulties and confusions we find in the manuscripts. The incoherencies that this division introduces suggest that the organization of Book III into ten parts was not due to Gregory himself.

Besides the division of Book III, the different manuscripts present a list of titles for the different chapters (κεφάλαια). A large number of manuscripts indicate the chapters of Book I in the margins, proposing converging positions for them. Furthermore, it is acknowledged that the chapters of Book I are by Gregory himself, and I have shown that their position goes back at least to the sixth century. If this is accurate, it would be a very valuable testimony to the way Gregory understood his own text. However, the chapters of the other books are obviously not by the same hand.

These elements of paratext confirm, therefore, the division of the work into three books, each of them belonging to a much larger but relatively autonomous group. They also provide us, at least for Book I, with a reading aid by or proximate to the author himself, thanks to the titles of the chapters and their positions in the text. This first series of elements
provides readers with hints of the literary genre and reminds them of the genealogy of the work, written over almost five years, in three (or four if we take the *Refutatio* into account) distinct steps.

**Preface(s)**

If the first elements listed above give only clues about the possible readings of Nyssen’s tract, some associated texts provide more significant tools. An actual preface or a dedication for any of the three books of the *Contra Eunomium* did not exist. If each book starts with an exordium, it does not seem that there is any proper introductory paratext inside the books. On the other hand, the manuscripts, in most cases, interpreted a letter from Gregory and the answer from his brother Peter as a kind of preface to the three books. Almost all the manuscripts put the two letters just before the table of contents or before the first book *Contra Eunomium*.18 However, this fact remained largely unnoticed, since W. Jaeger had preferred not to edit the letters with *Contra Eunomium*. As a result, they only appear in the editions of the letters of Gregory.

*Letter 29* is a cover letter for the first book *Contra Eunomium* and was sent to Gregory’s brother Peter.19 It was on his advice that Gregory had undertaken the refutation of Eunomius’s books. In the second part of the letter, Gregory expressed some doubts about how appropriate it was to publish his work because he had answered Eunomius’s attacks against Basil so violently. In the third part, the bishop of Nyssa presented the structure of his first book: a first section that dealt with the accusations against Basil – it is what the modern critics have called the ‘historical section’ – and a second that dealt with doctrine.

Peter’s answer20 did not bring any new elements, but it confirmed the relevance of Gregory’s text and the legitimacy of his anger, justified by Biblical patterns. The two letters have been, therefore, since late antiquity, a kind of preface, whether or not this was Gregory’s intention. They confirmed the nature of the text – it is a refutation of a given book by Eunomius – and underlined the long history of the controversy and the place held by the paternal figure of Basil. Above all, though, a large part of *Letter 29* is dedicated to the justification of polemic (μαχη).21 Gregory said that he had tried to confine polemic within a delimited place, the first part of Book I, in which he refuted the slanders against Basil. Even if the first part of Book I shows more polemical content than the rest of the book, the oratorical violence is not completely absent from the second part of Book I, and is widely present in Books II and III. One can notice, however, that
Gregory tried to separate the debate about doctrine from the possibly violent answers to Eunomius’s personal attacks.

There is another letter by Gregory, however, concerning the Contra Eunomium, even though it has never been used to throw light on the nature of the books or their possible readings. It is Letter 15, addressed to two unknown young people, John and Maximianos, students of an unknown sophist. In this letter, Gregory clearly distinguished two purposes of the book. For John and Maximianos, who were Christians, the book was an ‘invitation meant to hearten those who are in the full vigour of youth to do battle with our adversaries’; for the sophist, certain passages will be read with pleasure. The first reading was plain and Gregory did not add any more details: it was the obvious reading of the book in its original context, a refutation of a heretical text to be read by Christians. The second reading, on the other hand, demanded more explanations from the letter’s author. Gregory specified, in fact, which parts of the book may especially interest the master of the young men. He first mentioned τὰ πρὸ τῶν ἁγῶνων, specifying the chosen style. He then suggested reading some passages taken from doctrinal parts which were elegantly explained. With these indications, even if the sophist – who was the master of the two young men – was not a Christian, the reading proposed by Gregory involves a literary and rhetorical approach, without taking too much into account the doctrinal or properly Christian content.

If the doctrinal reading of the Contra Eunomium was for Gregory himself the most evident one, which asks neither for explanation nor justification, it was also possible to read the books in another way which belonged more properly to the literary sphere and overtakes the confessional frontiers. The second reading required putting forth specific passages because the whole work cannot be read in such a way. The book is at once composed of elements dealing with Christian doctrine and, more precisely, refutation of the heresy of Eunomius, as well as passages where anger and ill humour are prominent. In the first book, Gregory wanted a strict distinction between the two elements: refutation of Eunomius’s accusations first, then a response to his theology. The text of Book I, however, shows that the two threads were woven together and alternated in the framework of the three books.

Considering this double bipartition, it is tempting to think these elements correspond to each other, at least in part. We would thus have some polemical parts, which require literary skill on the part of the reader, and some doctrinal parts, needing above all a Christian interpretation. However, as we have discussed, we also find literary elements in the doctrinal parts and Christian references being utilized in the polemical sections. These three
letters, however, open new perspectives for reading the *Contra Eunomium* that scholarly studies have, up until now, barely mentioned.

**Cover letter of Basil’s Contra Eunomium**

These letters are of even greater interest in light of a correspondence by Basil, a letter that directly concerns the *Contra Eunomium* and was addressed to a sophist, Leontios (*Ep.* 20). The letter is quite different from the one Gregory sent several years later to John and Maximianos. In particular, Basil clearly emphasized the doctrinal content, and the sophist addressed was obviously Christian. We find here, however, some points which make one wonder if Basil sent his work to this man not only because he was a Christian but also because he was a teacher of rhetoric. The recipient is named at the beginning of the letter by his profession, a sophist. This title suggests that the work was not written exclusively for a Christian reader or, at the very least, that it can be evaluated by a specialist of literature and rhetoric.

If the Basilian paratext does not permit a separation of the two spheres of reading as clearly as Gregory’s letters, it should not greatly surprise us. In fact, the pure literary elements, mainly the polemical elements, are much more discreet in Basil’s *Contra Eunomium*; they do not form polemical clusters as in Gregory’s work.

**Conclusion**

This study of paratext confirms the nature of Nyssen’s books: a refutation that follows Eunomius’s text through several books written by both adversaries. It also provides us with indications as how to read the first book which may go back to Gregory himself. At last, and above all, the cover letters emphasize the multiplicity of readings: one that is more doctrinal, and another one, more literary; each fit in some passages of the books. However, both interpretations are interwoven through the main part of *Contra Eunomium*.

What new light do these elements shed on the text? First of all, it is essential not to neglect the literary components in the interpretation of the *Contra Eunomium*. Gregory himself emphasized this point. In the second place, we should not neglect the indications given by the different manuscripts, above all when the relative unanimity of the accounts confirms that these elements are ancient enough. If they do not bring us to
Nyssen’s understanding of the text, they at least support a historical interpretation of the book, which is of some significance to a true hermeneutical approach.

**Doctrinal Controversy, Secular References and Elaboration of a Christian Satire**

We must therefore pay attention not only to the theological content but also to the process of refutation, its tools and the actual polemic. A close reading of the three books *Contra Eunomium* allows us to make the following point: if Gregory did not hesitate to sprinkle his text with more or less insulting terms to his opponent, gathering his main polemical attack in some specific passages, these *loci* are the most elaborate, on a literary level, of the whole book. Here we find the richest vocabulary, the most elaborated images, the most numerous secular references. If indeed the two threads, theological and polemical, are closely woven together throughout the three books, they nonetheless alternate in the framework of the *Contra Eunomium*. The theology is clearly influenced by the polemic that surrounded it, and this last point plays an important role in the actual refutation of Eunomius’s positions. However, their relative separation points to an interpretation that differentiates one from the other and aims to bring to light the proper functions of the two levels of writing and their reciprocated ties.

**The Elaboration of a Christian Polemic**

Long before Gregory, other Christian authors had already developed literary tools designed for fighting adversaries within the church itself. These tools and their historical and doctrinal conceptions during the first three centuries of our era have been masterfully studied by A. Le Boulluec.26 Such a study has not been undertaken about authors of subsequent centuries, though the material is at least as rich as any in the first three centuries. I will study here several examples – mainly, three passages from the third book of *Contra Eunomium* – paying particular attention to the literary tools and to the literary references that support Gregory’s text.

**Eunomius, New Circe**

The first text, which takes place in the second part of the third book (*CE* III.2.75–81), is built upon a series of images whose thematic unity is
supported by what immediately precedes it: Gregory had just compared two fragments from Eunomius to show that his opponent contradicted himself. The bishop of Nyssa said he was surprised that men could follow Eunomius’s doctrine when he so obviously contradicted himself. Here is the sequence: quotation of Eunomius’s fragment; emphasis on the contradiction; colourful attack against the misleading master, Eunomius; theological refutation of the quoted fragment. The polemical segment of this sequence occurs therefore as a preparation of the actual refutation; it is meant to be a tool capable of discrediting the opponent before entering into the actual discussion of ideas. The reader, thus warned against Eunomius, will be more easily convinced that Gregory’s refutation is sound.

The clearly polemical passage is built on a rational chain of images, most of which rely on secular references rather than Biblical quotations or allusions. The attack is opened with a quotation from Psalms 34.15: ‘They were divided but they had no compunction’. It is the only Biblical reference in the whole section. Here is a short list of arguments used in the passage, combined in such a way as to emphasize the weakness of those who follow Eunomius, while also asserting their relative innocence:

- First, ‘being pulled by ear, like amphorae’ is a proverbial formula that goes back to Bion of Borysthenes and is used several times by Plutarch.
- ‘Drowsy people who agree with contradictory proposals’ is a theme common since the Classical era. One can find a close parallel in Lucian’s *Necyomancia siue Menippus*, in which the main character is confronted with contradictory philosophical proposals.
- Eunomius’s followers are compared with shadows that automatically follow the movements of bodies. The origin of this image is more difficult to establish.
- The heart of the passage is a rather long comparison between Eunomius’s disciples and Odysseus’s companions turned into beasts by Circe’s spells. Leaning on previous interpretations of the Homeric episode, Gregory represents Eunomius as a sorcerer who belittles men to the bestial level of passions. The development of this connection finishes with a new formulation of the famous theme of the relationship between the respective positions of human and animal, and their relation to the divine: one is the face turned up to the sky, and the other is the snout lowered to its food.
- Eunomius’s companions are then likened to those put to sleep by a mandrake; here again, the image has clear Platonic sources (*Republic*, VI, 488c), but is also present in Demosthenes.
Finally, they are compared to fish that, fooled by bait, also swallow the hooks because of their gluttony. This is one of Gregory’s favourite images;\textsuperscript{35} it allows variations in the way the dangerous element is concealed (bread and poison, honey and poison\textsuperscript{36}).

One can observe several common elements in this list. First of all, most of the colourful attacks are supported by secular sources whose images had already been used in a satirical or polemical context before their Christian usage. In order to fight Eunomius, Gregory reused literary tools developed by secular authors and he adapted them without apparent difficulty to a controversy internal to Christianity. Secondly, such a text shows great skill in composition and writing, able to hold the attention of a literate reader, whether pagan or Christian. Finally, such a series seems to have a clear goal in the controversy with Eunomius: it belittles and depreciates the opponent, but presents those who follow him as unwilling victims to deception who have at least partially escaped. Therefore, it would be enough for Gregory to open their eyes so that they can get back to the church’s bosom and abandon the opposing party. The intended audience of Gregory’s book included, therefore, Eunomius’s followers, not only Eunomius himself. The literary means used here cleared them of responsibility for their adherence to doctrinal error and prompted them to recover their full use of reason, their rational abilities, which are a distinctive characteristic of men, in order to escape the one who had deceived them.

The various functions, therefore, of such a passage are as follows: discrediting the main opponent, who does not seem to be the essential addressee of this section; winning back his followers, who are the supposed readers of such a text; and gaining the reader’s respect with the literary and rhetorical skill displayed here by Gregory. As a result, there is evidence in the text of social and cultural concerns, while the text is at the same time a polemical weapon.

**Critique of Eunomius’s Style: Heresiological and Comic Background**

The structural situation is almost identical in the text to which I shall now turn. In the fifth part of the third book (CE III.5.18–26),\textsuperscript{37} Gregory first quoted a passage from Eunomius. He then introduced an initial series of attacks against him, focused on one of Basil’s passages which he had slandered. After quoting Basil’s entire text, Gregory presented a second series of attacks. After these consecutive polemical passages, a new passage
from Eunomius is quoted, which is then refuted on both theological and philosophical grounds. Gregory’s virulence is undoubtedly excited here by the attack Eunomius had directly made against Basil – true to his habits, the bishop of Nyssa did not explicitly quote Eunomius’s passage that contained the insults and slanders, but only mentioned its existence.

The two polemical passages differ a bit in their construction. In the first one, Gregory, addressing Eunomius for attacking Basil, used a technique close to the one previously analysed from the second part of Book III. The series opened with a Biblical reference: 1 Cor. 3.19, citing Job 5.13, ‘he who seizes the wise men in their cleverness’. This sequence of attacks followed:

- Eunomius’s attacks are compared to someone who fights his own shadow; the image, which is well known in secular literature, was already used by Basil in his *Contra Eunomium* to describe the fictional situation of Eunomius’s *Apologia*.
- Gregory then compares the struggle with trampling an opponent already on the ground; the image is already a proverb in that time and well documented in secular literature.
- The next image is developed at length: Gregory compares Eunomius’s attacks against Basil with children who throw clods of earth towards the stars and, when the dirt falls back down, think they have hit the stars. Here again, the classical literary source is clear: a passage from Herodotus which, along with some other texts, had given birth to a proverb, *ei’s ou’rano_n toceu/eij*, pointing out the vacuity and the vanity of an action.
- This image is reinforced by the common representation of a child as a being whose reason is unachieved and imperfect. One finds several parallels, including similar images, in Plutarch.

Several of these images were reused with variations in other parts of the *Contra Eunomium*, whether in combination with others or alone. Whereas the images of fighting shadows or trampling those who are already on the ground reappeared without great change, interesting variations appeared in the case of the children and the sky. In *Contra Eunomium* I.74–5, children throw stones towards the sun or reproach him for shining – again, it is Basil who is the sun, as he was the stars in *Contra Eunomium* III.5. In a context that no longer concerned Basil, Gregory likened Eunomius’s action to children who try to trap a ray of sun in their hands and are disappointed when nothing remains (*CE* II.79–81). Because of such echoes, it is very important to read these three books as a whole and pay attention to
theological parallels as well as to literary parallels in order to understand precisely their construction and meaning.

I have already studied the main part of this section elsewhere and I shall not repeat my demonstration here. It may be enough to say that Gregory picked up some features of ancient literary criticism, particularly as far as corrupted and artificial styles were concerned, and propped them up with heresiological Christian features – in particular, the accusation of composing a cento. He gave fresh new colours to these Christian abuses with the help of references borrowed from comic or satiric secular literature. This section ends on a very beautiful image, dear to Gregory: drops of air in the water that pop up as soon as they arrive at the surface; this image figured the vacuity of Eunomius’s reasoning.

Even though Gregory’s text did not immediately lose its polemic tone, the paragraphs which came after the violent attack dealt again with the debate of ideas. Gregory put forward a distinction between God and creation, studying the names that correspond to the two realities. The refutation went on but left aside for a time the almost complete focus on the polemic, itself.

The two main functions considered above remain: discrediting the opponent prior to the examination of a doctrinal point, and asking for literary recognition for those who could identify Gregory’s sources and recognize his skill. The fact is clearer here, because Gregory precisely accuses Eunomius of not knowing how to write properly.

Demosthenes: Parodic Eulogy and Cappadocian Reference

Gregory’s critique of Eunomian style naturally leads to my last example. Nyssen concluded his third book with a new but short attack. Eunomius was depicted as another Demosthenes, with all the features that such a literary critique attributed to the orator. Gregory, by contrast, showed himself as a poor provincial man – not very clever – speaking in a local dialect. The charge is violent, but this is a short ending for the immense corpus of the three books against Eunomius. As is usual in the works of the bishop of Nyssa, there is no actual conclusion, at least no conclusion proportionate to the size of the book, especially if we compare it to the size of the exordium that opens it.

Gregory played again with literary practices, excessive eulogies that named any orator ‘a new Demosthenes’, and every poet ‘a new Homer’. Long before the fourth century, such eulogies were already parodied and used in a satirical mode. Gregory was also playing with the origin of his
opponent. In fact, Basil had called Eunomius a ‘Galatian’ in his refutation;\textsuperscript{48} Eunomius rebuked this accusation of quasi-barbarianism and specified the place of his birth. Gregory, who had already answered him in Contra Eunomium I.105, mentioned again his origin to contrast it with Demosthenes’ birthplace: Eunomius is the new prince of orators, born not in Attica but in the fringes of Cappadocia. By contrast, Gregory used old prejudices against the Cappadocians and their language to better show his competence as a writer and a speaker. So, a theological book ends with a literary game.

This section on Demosthenes is split into two passages, which surrounded the last doctrinal point, and the last quotation from Eunomius. But this last quotation is no more refuted than those that precede it. There is no doctrinal conclusion to the debate, no recapitulation of the main subjects, no reminder of a Credo. We cannot know whether Gregory had refuted the whole third book of Eunomius or if he had stopped long before the end.\textsuperscript{49}

**Literary Polemic and Doctrinal Refutation**

The points I have just elaborated may be clearer if we compare them with the elements of the letters that stand out as an informal preface to the Contra Eunomium. To begin with, I noted the relative isolation of the polemical passages, their relative autonomy considering the theological sections that surround them. Secondly, most of the secular literary references and most of the rare and unusual words are found in these polemical passages. Lastly, they are mainly located at the beginning of the argument, before the theological discussion. This position fits, therefore, exactly what is indicated in Letter 15 to John and Maximianos: the passages that may interest a sophist, that is to say, the passages with some literary work, are isolated, placed before the debates (πρὸ τῶν ὁγώνων) and show the main elaboration.\textsuperscript{50}

The composition of the book fits well with the program outlined in the letter to Peter of Sebasteia (Letter 29). Sometimes, Gregory’s anger was brought to the foreground, especially when Basil was directly attacked by Eunomius. These passages, however, are quite clearly separated from the main theological stream of the book. The polemic, of course, is not missing in these other pages and is an integral part of some of the methods used to refute Eunomius. Gregory, nonetheless, tried to persuade his reader that his book, except the openly polemical sections, was free from any bias against Eunomius, that the refutation ran only at a theological or philosophical level.
Furthermore, these sections of literary elaboration, rare but well chosen vocabulary and, sometimes, beautiful images – in particular the children and the stars, or the children and the light – created some pauses and occasions for rest in a long and arduous book. Besides, the frequent references to secular literature supported Gregory’s self-representation as a cultivated bishop, belonging to the same cultural elite as the pagans. Eunomius, by contrast, was set apart, among men of drudgery and little learning. A little later, Simplicius disparaged John Philophonus with the same insults.51

Such a reading cannot be neglected: the theological and philosophical problems of this controversy must be seen in the context of the literary polemic. The literary weapons are all as essential as the theological discussions. The cultural and social setting is important in order to convince the addressees of the book. Even though Eunomius was not the fugitive slave that Gregory pictured, in order to understand properly Gregory’s undertaking, we should take into account his being so keen on showing the inanity of Eunomius’s pretentions to learning and speech.

It must also be noted that Basil’s *Contra Eunomium* shows very few marks of literary elaboration, in particular, very few references to secular literature. There is no large polemical section such as the one in Gregory’s book. Of course, there are several attacks against Eunomius, but they are scattered throughout the book and always very brief and sketchy. So, Gregory’s writing seems specific, distinct from his brother’s way; this comparison reinforces the potential importance of my conclusions.

The literary genre of the book is not enough to define all its potentialities, even to provide a secure guide to exploit the content of *Contra Eunomium*. It is a literary work – thus a complex work – which implies a multiplicity of interpretations, projects and envisioned perspectives. A limited reading of the book, as that of the history of dogma, if it is partially valid, would not be enough to offer a complete or satisfactory approach to Gregory’s work. Furthermore, some important elements of Nyssen’s theology and exegesis would pass unnoticed. The importance given to the literary elements, the playing with literate secular culture, the elaboration of images and entire passages devoted to an extremely worked polemic show that the *Contra Eunomium* is not a purely doctrinal text, fully absorbed in a church controversy without any opening to literature or the secular world.

Such remarks must prompt us to be very cautious when using isolated passages of *Contra Eunomium* in order to illustrate one aspect or another of the thought of Gregory, or of the Cappadocians. It is difficult to think of an interpretation for the whole book, or for Gregory’s thoughts, without
doing first the slow work of identification of the sources, references and links to the various theological, philosophical and literary traditions. To put it differently, a work of global interpretation cannot be completed before a critical approach to the Greek text is complete. Furthermore, this patient work of elucidating what is not clear to our eyes more than sixteen centuries after the original writing is already a fruitful part of interpretation: it should open forgotten perspectives.

The Byzantine Reception of Gregory of Nyssa’s Contra Eunomium

The last part of my paper shall deal with the Byzantine reception of Gregory’s book. The most fruitful approach is also the most difficult, namely studying the reception of the thought and theology of Gregory in later literature. But an initial and easier survey should be done first: which passages of Nyssen’s Contra Eunomium did the Byzantines quote? Is there some direct reading of the book or a tradition of anthologies, second-hand quotations? I offer here the results of a first investigation, which is far from complete. Unsurprisingly, the passages that subsequent authors quoted were selected according to the theological interests of their readers. During the Christological debates of the sixth century, texts dealing with union and distinction of natures – human and divine – were used; the texts from the palamite dispute quoted passages about divine substance, human knowledge of God and manifestation of divinity in a created world; in the fifteenth century, and in the context of the Union of Churches, we find quotations dealing with the relation of the Holy Ghost to Father and Son. Furthermore, the exegetical catenae used important parts of Contra Eunomium III, even if these texts did not deal directly with the relevant part of Biblical text the catena commented upon. So, we have both a use of Gregory’s text in direct relation to the theological concerns of the time and an extended usage that suggests a deep knowledge of Nyssen’s works. We must also mention a very important testimony on the Contra Eunomium: Peter of Callinicus, at the end of the sixth century, used Gregory’s books throughout his debate with Damian of Alexandria. In the context of the tritheist controversy, the Trinitarian debates from the end of the fourth century were of direct interest. Beside theological uses of Nyssen’s books against Eunomius, we should also speak of some literary links between the Cappadocian and some authors of the palamite controversy. They not only quoted theological
passages from *Contra Eunomium*, but they also reused some polemical elements of the books. We are sure then that they had read Gregory’s work thoroughly and had not just used some older anthologies. Theodore Dexios reused in his *Appellatio* Gregory’s mention of Circe’s potion in order to describe the effect of the book of his adversary.56 Nicephorus Gregoras rewrote in the first books of his *Antirrhetics* a passage of Nyssen’s *Contra Eunomium III* in order to add allusions to contemporary theological debate (ἐνέργειαι) and to Palamas himself, whose name was added to Eunomius’s name (τοιοῦτος ὁ Εὐνομίου καὶ Παλαμᾶ θεός).57 This precise text was used because Gregory had established a link between Eunomius’s doctrine and the Judaic doctrine of Philo of Alexandria; Gregoras reused it in order to link Palamas and the Jews. So the text of Gregory was not only used as a theological source, but also as a literary – and polemical – model that could be adapted to new patterns.

Contrary to this pattern, Nyssen’s *Contra Eunomium* does not seem to have been used in Byzantine theological compendia such as Euthymios Zygabenos’s *Panoplia Dogmatica*. This author prolifically quoted Nyssen’s *On the Divinity of the Son and of the Holy Spirit* for his section on Trinitarian doctrine, and he used Basil’s *Contra Eunomium*, but he nowhere mentioned Gregory’s *Contra Eunomium*.58 We find a somewhat similar situation in the manuscripts: there are few annotations in the margins of Nyssen’s books against Eunomius. For example, a codex (*Vaticanus gr. 424*) that was used by Isidore of Kiev bears notes by him in the margins of Basil’s book, but there are none in the margins of Gregory’s.

A larger survey will, of course, bring more elements and correct some of these conclusions, but we have already here a first idea of the way Nyssen’s *Contra Eunomium* was read in a Byzantine context. The further reception of this text will require a proper investigation: the *Contra Eunomium* was not translated in Latin before the first edition of the Greek text, together with a Latin translation, in 1615 and 1618. How was Gregory’s book used in the modern era? We should find some partial answers in the book of M. Ludlow,59 but a comprehensive study is still needed.

These preliminary results, however, bring two points to the front: first, the perspective of the history of dogma, which picks up some separate elements form the continuous text, is not new; it was already the way that some of the Byzantine readers read the text by Gregory, collecting the passages that could be seen as evidence for their own theological positions. Yet these readers were not interested solely by the Trinitarian content; they found material about Christology, the Holy Spirit and so on. In addition to this, we get a testimony to another way of reading which takes
into consideration both the theological core of Nyssen’s book and the literary and polemical way of writing it.

**Conclusion**

My conclusion is to be placed on two different grounds: first, my investigations around Gregory’s *Contra Eunomium* have shown that this book should not be read as a solely technical, theological tract. The author himself suggested that other readings were not only possible but also necessary. Literature had its place in the writing of such a book and shapes the theological content: it is prominent in polemical sections and present throughout the book. If Gregory of Nyssa pretended to a strict separation between theology and polemic, a closer reading shows that they are actually thoroughly intertwined. It is almost impossible to pull apart a theological aspect of the books without first investigating the way this theological reflection is colored by polemic. On the other hand, a reading that only takes into account the properly theological section, leaving aside the polemical ones, will remain unaware of a major part of Gregory’s work: this tract, polemical and theological as it is, should also be read as part of the creation of a Christian literature.

Secondly, with a more panoramic view, I hope I showed that philological, historical and literary methods – what I have called a ‘scholarly reading’ – do not lead to sterility of interpretation, but open up new vistas. Or, rather, open up new vistas again: the quick survey of the history of the reception of Gregory’s *Contra Eunomium* has shown that Byzantine readers already used this tract as a theological and literary model for their own work, for example. These methods also point out to modern readers who would be glad to have direct access to texts from late antiquity that, without the tools and methods proper to philological and historical reading, they risk being blind to decisive aspects of the works they comment upon. We may also remember that, before putting a work in the drawer of a given literary genre and historical setting, we must investigate with fresh eyes the eventually divergent directions the author put into this particular tract. Of course, Gregory of Nyssa’s *Contra Eunomium* deals with the Trinitarian theology of his opponent, Eunomius, but this is not the only relevant aspect of the books. A first step may be to read it as an organic whole, looking for hints inside rather than in our own literary or theological concerns, not in order to recover the original Gregory, but only to have the chance to hear what has not been heard for many years or even centuries.
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Tamsin Jones: The apologetic aim to ‘rescue’ Gregory from the overly broad application of a critique of Christian logocentric readings of Scripture does not challenge the basic parameters of the critique of logocentrism. On one level it is an attempt to be traditionally responsible by setting straight an inaccurate inclusion of Gregory within a critique of Christian logocentrism. And simply on this level, Gregory is surely not the only Christian writer/reader deserving of rescue – one thinks of Origen at the very least. However, I am not challenging the need for such a critique. In fact, the way I read Gregory and Levinas involves making a normative claim about how one ought to read authoritative texts in general (whether authoritative because ‘word of God’ or authoritative because part of, and representative of, a tradition/discourse in which one places oneself), namely, with a lecture infinie.¹

There is a lot at stake in intervening in this debate on a number of levels. Most basically the accusation of a logocentric tendency of Christian readers of Scripture by Jewish readers of Scripture serves as a valuable and necessary corrective. It guards against a too-simple and too-univocal Christian identification with the signification of all the scriptural texts and Christ – as the founding ‘Logos’. Thus it is a necessary intervention into a history of hermeneutical violence.

However, on another level, it is important to guard against an unhelpful binary which enables the dismissal of the writings of the early Christians as simply ‘logocentric’. These texts, especially in the case of one like Gregory, cannot be reduced to simplistic equivocations of all words with the ‘Word’. They are more complex, and more diverse, than such a binary presupposes.

A Conversation with Matthieu Cassin (Sorbonne University)

Question: Are you saying that previous conceptions of what has constituted a ‘historical’ reading have been too narrow? Or are you trying to criticize the very notion of a ‘historical’ reading?

Matthieu Cassin: I surely say here that some previous conceptions of ‘historical reading’ are too narrow if they are only concerned with reconstructing the historical and theological context of a book – perhaps even editing the best text we can now reconstruct – without also taking great care to be attentive to the literary form of the writing. This is true in so far as the text is seen mainly as a theological work whose interest to the modern reader is as a testimony to past theology.
Because the theological writings from the Patristic era have not been written for the most part in the same scientific way as modern theological writings, a reading that does not take into account the specific literary form and tools of such works seems too narrow. I’m trying here to widen reading from inside *historical reading* by adding a literary perspective that is not a simple gimmick in order to criticize other readings, but rather the introduction of a real twist to our reading perspective. That is, because the very nature of literature is to be not enclosed in the past but to go through subsequent eras, such a literary reading should open up new vistas, even theological.

**Question:** Is a literary reading, therefore, of a text like the *Contra Eunomium* III necessary or just better than the usual historical reading? In many ways, your analysis is very concerned with the ‘how’ of Gregory’s theological production – bringing a more historical light on his choice of allusions, intertwining of genres, etc. What do you think are the implications for moving from a more sophisticated rhetorical understanding of *how* to a more sophisticated understanding of *what* he is saying? In particular, does your distinction between the literary and the theological aspects of Gregory’s writing risk losing the content of what Gregory is saying? Are the literary aspects content neutral?

**Matthieu Cassin:** I think that a literary reading of *Contra Eunomium* III – and of many other Patristic writings – is necessary because of the very nature of the text: literature (to say it briefly) is part of the refutation *and* part of the theological elaboration, as M. Ludlow has also shown.\(^3\) The literary aspects are not neutral and they have direct influence on the *what*, on the theological elaboration. To understand this influence, therefore, an investigation of the *how* is needed. To take two brief examples, Gregory of Nyssa’s images are of vivid concern both for understanding the refutation of his adversaries and for understanding his own theological investigations. To explain his exegetical method about Pr 8, 22 (CE III.1), Gregory uses the image of the peacock’s tail. At first look, this image is just an illustration of his theoretical explanation about the right way to read Scripture. But a second look should show that this image is richer than the theory: the beauty of the upper side of the tail mirrors the beauty of Scripture *when it is properly read* and the aesthetic pleasure that one experiences when looking at the upper side of the tail mirrors the spiritual pleasure of the true reader of Scripture, etc. Another example: a closer look at the literary structure of the *Contra Eunomium* will help [one] to understand how Gregory builds up his refutation of Eunomius’s text. Such an investigation allows
us to see which part of Nyssen’s books is directly addressed against Eunomius, which is turned against other adversaries, which is not directly concerned with refutation.

A literary investigation, therefore, allows the reader to discover some elements that are not immediately visible, but that are of real importance not only to understand a Patristic text, but also to interpret it in a modern context.

**Question:** If the context or the paratext is important, how do we know where to stop? (How much context do we need to read in order for our reading to be ‘responsible’? Or to be a ‘good’ reading?)

**Matthieu Cassin:** This is a difficult question: I should say that we need as much context as we may be able to find and how deep our reading might go is, in fact, dependent upon this. ‘No context’ or ‘minimal context’ is not enough. Truly though, to unfold the whole context for a reasonably long text – historical, theological, literary context and so on – a whole life would not be enough. So, from a practical point of view, one should not go too deep and should proportion his investigation to his duty or goals. But a reading that just takes a Patristic work at face value and pretends to read it with fresh eyes and modern glasses would at least miss some important aspects of the text, and at worst introduce some major misinterpretations. Due to the historical, cultural and linguistic distance, a responsible reading of a Patristic text requires some investigations around the text.

**Question:** Clearly, many people think that the doctrinal aspects of the CE are translatable into the present (they read the CE as evidence for cogent arguments about the nature of God, of the limits of human language, etc.) But what about the reception of the other aspect of the CE: its invective? Can modern-day readers read this with pleasure? Two issues are raised here: (1) Has the cultural context which makes the text *pleasurable* been lost? (2) Do we now have ethical scruples about reading such invective with pleasure – especially if, for example, Gregory accuses Eunomius of being ‘Jewish’?

**Matthieu Cassin:** I think that the cultural context that makes the text pleasurable has been partially lost. As a result, the standard modern reader, without any historical explanation, is not able to place the text back in its literary frame, making a more accessible process that makes it more enjoyable like we experience in the reading of a modern literary text. The intertextual frame of the ancient text – its simultaneous process of integration and distance from literary genre and conventions, and so
on – is no longer self-evident to a modern reader. But a scholarly reading can reconstruct at least part of this background, and give it back to the ‘simple’ reader. A good explanation wouldn’t place the modern reader in exactly the same reading posture as a fourth-century reader, of course, but may help him to find some pleasure in Nyssen’s text – not only pleasure caused by an understanding of the non-evident meaning, but also literary pleasure in the same way that an informed reader discovers in a medieval novel or of Rabelais that would, in large part, be missed by the uninformed reader. To expand a bit upon the example of Rabelais, if you do not know the literary conventions that preceded him and that he indirectly criticized, if you do not understand the allusions and ironical references, you will miss a great part of the pleasure a sixteenth-century reader would experience while reading Rabelais’s novels. In the same way, if a reader does not know the literary conventions and references Gregory was playing with in his refutation of Eunomius, a good part of the potential literary pleasure of reading him will be lost.

A non-contextualized reading of Nyssen’s invectives against Eunomius would produce ethical concerns, especially when Gregory accuses him of being Jewish, but I think that a contextualized reading should not, or at least should induce less scruples, because of the distance such a reading establishes. We may not ask fourth-century writers – even Christian writers – to behave in the same way or according to the same contextual standards as present writers, Christians or not. When Gregory is accusing Eunomius of being Jewish, he does not talk of any racial inferiority, but only of a religious attitude as the New Testament’s authors do when they speak collectively of ‘the Jews’ or ‘the Pharisees’ or ‘the priests’. ‘Jew, here, is not a racial indication, but a spiritual one, as Nyssen himself reminded the reader: a ‘Jew’ is not the person from Judea or even someone taking part at the cult in Nyssa’s synagogue (if there were ever to be a synagogue in Nyssa), but the man who read the Bible like the Jews in the New Testament. So, again, a non-contextualized reading of Gregory’s invectives is clearly misleading if we were to understand such invectives as we should read them in a twentieth-century anti-Semitic (Semite, not Jew . . . ) text. If we do so, we miss the purpose of Gregory. As a result, our ethical concerns will have arisen from our own preconceptions, not from the text itself. If we want to properly understand these attacks, we must take into account the meaning they had in the context in which they have been written.

Question: A reading which focuses on the dogma can either be historical or theological-philosophical: that is, it can ‘remain’ in the past, or seek
to carry over something from the past into the future. But to what extent can a literary reading transcend the past?

Matthieu Cassin: Literature, unlike dogma, is not strongly attached to an era, because concepts are not its central topic. Literature may become distant and strange, but this gap can be bridged (at least partially) with investigation. Literature does not need to be carried over from the past to the future because literature (I do not say cultural references of a particular book) isn’t part of the past but rather the present. It is the very nature of Literature to be transhistorical; even if one were not to read Euripides’ plays exactly in the same way in the twentieth century as when they had been written, they still do not need to be transposed to the present time. That is, you should prefer a production that makes Oedipus an apparent orphan from the Chechen war rather than a traditional production that reconstructs ancient Greece, while not changing anything to the text itself. You may need some linguistic help to understand Rabelais’s French, but not any rewriting, not any conceptual translation and adaptation. So literature needs scholarship insofar as the past is distant from the present – and past culture from present culture – but needs no actualization except via reading. When dealing with dogma, on the contrary, we need a conceptual transposition and adaptation from a past intellectual context to the present one. If you just repeat ancient formulations, you should be true to your faith, but would not be able to explain it to your contemporaries, nor discuss it with anyone else. Literature is not inserted in the history of humanity in the same way: it needs contextualization, not adaptation.

A Conversation with Johannes Zachhuber
(Trinity College, Oxford University)

Question: In your genealogical tracing of Jean Luc Marion’s reading of Dionysius back to Schelling via Heidegger and Balthasar, you identify something of a fork in the reception history of Dionysius and apophaticism: the positive Schelling-Heidegger trajectory (that ‘negation ultimately produces true positivity’, p. 17) and the negative Kant-Nietzsche-early-Barth-Levinas-Derrida arc. This backward tracing, in theory, would eventually return to Dionysius and beyond to his antecedents, including numerous branches like the one you developed that represent key interpretive decisions that determined the canonical direction of reading Dionysius. Could you speak more broadly to the following statements/questions. To what degree does Marion’s positive